
 

Short Abstract — We present TroPyc, a python module 

integrated into the PySB modeling framework that performs 

automated reduction and hybridization of biological models. It 

allows identification of key driver interactions of these complex 

networks and the most important parameters at different time-

scales. Additionally, we validated this module with three 

different apoptosis models (EARM) and report the key species 

and parameters of these models. Importantly, this novel 

approach could find new targets for cancer drugs 
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I. PURPOSE 

The extrinsic apoptosis reaction model (EARM), is a family 

of novel and previously published models of extrinsic 

apoptosis, focusing on variant hypotheses for how the Bcl-2 

protein family regulates mitochondrial outer membrane 

permeabilization (MOMP) [1]. These models possess 

distinct spatial and temporal dynamic behaviors as well as 

multiple molecular interactions molecules and interaction 

sites. Due to this complexity, large models are difficult to 

interpret yet they are necessary to understand the complexity 

of systems-level behaviors that lead to cell decision 

processes. In this work we develop an automated formalism 

employing algebraic geometry paradigms [2] to identify the 

important parameters as well as the time-dependent 

execution where multiple parameters commit a cell to 

apoptosis. We present the TroPyc Python module that 

interacts with our PySB modeling framework to perform 

tropical algebra transformations. TroPyc can hybridize and 

reduce large biochemical models like EARM into simpler 

models – also known as– dominant subsystems, that employ 

a quasi-steady state and quasi-equilibrium approximation to 

reduce the parameter space and therefore facilitate analysis. 

As shown in Figure 1, the tropicalization approach enables 

the extraction of signaling activity in a time-dependent 

manner, whereas this information is obscured in a typical 

chemical species dynamic plot.  
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Figure 1. Caspase 3 tropicalization. The red lines identifies 

the time points where there are sharp transitions between 

dominant subsystems. 

II. APPROACH 

Based on a theoretical analysis by Radulescu et al [3], we 

developed an automated tool to reduce network complexity 

within the open source PySB framework using tropical 

algebra. The method consists of a simplification step 

followed by a tropical algebra calculation step which yields 

the key driver interactions of a complex network, and the 

steady state modes that the network can occupy. In addition, 

state-change drivers can also be identified when comparing 

multiple network modes. We present validation of the 

automated algebra tool using three different EARM models: 

Embedded, direct and indirect [4]. For each model, we 

identified the driver species in the different time-scales and 

their related parameter of association or dissociation. Then 

we validated the relevance of this parameters by changing 

the parameter value at different time points. We found that 

when we changed the parameters in time points outside their 

dominant time-scale, there were no drastic changes in the 

dynamics of the model. On the other side, when the 

parameter were changed in time points within their 

dominance, small changes of the parameter value generated 

extreme changes in the dynamic behaviors. The results of 

this analysis could lead to discoveries of new targets for 

cancer drugs. 
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